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Accompanied by Cindy Duriscoe, I visited South Rim from September 12-14, 2007. Sky brightness data was
collected at Powell Memorial and Lipan Point on September 13 and 14 (Universal Time). Five data sets from 9
PM to 1 AM local time were collected at Powell Memorial. At Lipan Point only two sets (at 9 and 10 PM)
were collected before the winds reached a speed that forced discontinuing data collection. All data was
processed and of excellent quality. Screen shots of the reports appear below. The verify the visual impression
of a very dark sky with almost no natural airglow either night. There was some haze that I think was subduing
the distant city light domes somewhat. Also included are compressed versions of photomosaics at each site
presented in false color to emphasize the contrast with city light domes labeled.
Grand Canyon is in the unique situation in that these magnificent views of the night sky are available to
millions of visitors a year with very little effort. Powell Memorial is only 3 kilometers from the Grand Canyon
Village, and Lipan Point is near Desert View, perched on a high plateau with commanding views in all
directions. Desert View area already has lots of developments including large parking lots and a campground,
which make it ideal for a potential in-park observatory and night sky viewing area.
Grand Canyon Village, though containing lots of developments, has only a small effect on the night sky quality
at South Rim. There is certainly room for improvement, but for an area that supports a high concentration of
population, it is not bad. With some investment and effort retrofitting lights, the area could displayed as a
model for sensitive and efficient outdoor lighting in destination resorts.
Thank you for your assistance and I look forward to working with you again soon.
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